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Vice-Chancellor’s Awards for Outstanding
Contribution to Teaching and Learning
The Outstanding Contribution to Teaching and Learning (OCTAL) Award
recipients are recommended to the Vice-Chancellor by a committee
which considers nominations from colleagues and students, as well as
supporting documentation from the nominees.

THE 2017 VICE-CHANCELLOR’S AWARD FOR OUTSTANDING
CONTRIBUTION TO TEACHING AND LEARNING IS AWARDED TO:
THE FIRST YEAR CHEMISTRY
TEAM
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
GLENNYS O’BRIEN

Faculty of Science,
Medicine & Health

DR SIMON BEDFORD

Teaching & Curriculum Development
Together, Associate Professor Glennys O’Brien and Dr Simon Bedford have transformed
the First Year Chemistry curriculum into a dual stream program featuring hybrid
learning, collaborative learning environments and assessment for learning based on
proven pedagogy and a student centred approach. This curriculum, offering two streams
of First Year CHEM dependent on student background, is the culmination of several
major and minor projects over a decade of Scholarship of Teaching and Learning. The
result of the program for students who enter First Year CHEM without a background
chemistry is outstanding; these students successfully complete these subjects and
go on to be successful in subjects requiring First Year CHEM. This outcome clearly
demonstrates that they have generated an appropriate alternative pathway.
(Pictured L to R: Simon Bedford, Glennys O’Brien)
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THE 2017 RECIPIENT OF THE UNIVERSITY’S SESSIONAL
ACADEMIC STAFF OUTSTANDING CONTRIBUTION TO TEACHING
AND LEARNING AWARD IS:
DR ANNIE WERNER

Faculty of Law, Humanities & the Arts
Dr Annie Werner is a passionate and engaged educator who values
a holistic approach to student development and education. As
a sessional tutor at the UOW Bega Campus, Annie recognises
the opportunity to provide a whole student, continuity of care
model of education, specifically tailored and appropriate to the regional campus’s high
proportion of low SES, mature age and first in family students. Through her contiguous
and complementary positions as Head Tutor, Bridging and Transition Lecturer and
Subject Tutor, Annie strives to provide a holistic, pedagogically rigorous approach to her
students’ educational wellbeing, which is both inspiring and inclusive.
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Faculty Awards for Outstanding Contribution
to Teaching and Learning
Faculty Outstanding Contribution to Teaching and Learning (OCTAL)
Awards are awarded to academic staff who are recognised for their
contribution to teaching and learning within their Faculty.
Awards are presented in the following categories:
– Faculty OCTAL Awards
– Faculty Early Career Academic OCTAL Awards
– Faculty Academic Sessional OCTAL Award
– Professional Services OCTAL Award

THE 2017 RECIPIENTS OF THE FACULTY OCTAL AWARDS ARE:
PROFESSOR MARY BARRETT

Faculty of Business
Professor Mary Barrett is an outstanding all-round contributor
to teaching and support of learning to students of management
and human resource management at all levels. Her subjects
develop students’ critical thinking, theoretical understanding,
and practical know-how. Mary selectively applies both traditional teaching and hightech
approaches selectively to make classes interactive, rigorous and enjoyable. In both
formal roles such as Discipline Leader for Management and informally, she is available
as a source of advice and expertise to her colleagues. Her expertise has been recognised
via curriculum review appointments at other universities. She is the co-author of three
management textbooks.

DR MONTSERRAT ROS

Faculty of Engineering & Information
Sciences
Dr Montse Ros inspires students in her classes with enthusiastic
delivery, clear and concise explanations and an enduring
willingness to help. She facilitates the learning process by
developing engaging curriculum; establishing a clear learning experience framework;
and empowering her students to challenge their abilities within the confines of a safe
and controlled environment. Montse offers invaluable academic advice to a broad
range of students based on a solid understanding of the academic program, and pursues
better student learning outcomes and a better student experience through innovative
approaches to both teaching and learning.
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DR ERIKA MATRUGLIO

Faculty of Social Sciences
Dr Erika Matruglio’s teaching displays a passion for and
commitment to developing literacy skills as one of the key
determinants of social access. Her approach focusses not only on
developing her own students’ skills, but also on teaching second
language teachers ways to support the development of their own students. Erika’s
achievements have been recognised nationally through a Highly Commended Doctoral
Thesis Award from the Australian Literacy Educator’s Association and also at a local
level by peers and her students Many of whom comment on her ability to explain
complex linguistic and sociological concepts clearly and passionately.

DR MARIOLINA PAIS MARDEN

Faculty of Law, Humanities & the Arts
Dr Mariolina Pais Marden is an enthusiastic, experienced and
effective Italian language and culture teacher. With a longstanding commitment to teaching excellence, she integrates
innovative communication technologies and engaging authentic
learning approaches in her teaching practice to provide meaningful language learning
experiences to her students. Mariolina has led innovations in teaching, curriculum
and resource development. She has developed theoretically based and learner-centred
design principles and guidelines for the design and implementation of online
communities of language learners that can enhance teaching and learning in
different educational contexts. Her enthusiasm and dedication continuously inspire and
motivate her students to become independent and creative learners.

DR SWAPNA KOSHY

UOW Dubai
Dr Swapna Koshy believes the goal of teaching is the creation of
wholesome individuals who have the knowledge and life skills
to excel as good citizens in an increasingly competitive world.
This has influenced the design and delivery of the curriculum
and student activities organised outside the classroom. Continuous innovation
and improvement based on student and peer feedback have helped her to develop
a variety of assessment formats and designs that stimulate engagement and in turn
deep learning. Her expertise in assessment design and e platforms has benefitted her
students, colleagues at UOWD and academic staff in other institutions in which she has
trained.
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THE 2017 RECIPIENT OF THE FACULTY EARLY CAREER
ACADEMIC OCTAL AWARD IS:
DR SILVIA MENDOLIA

Faculty of Business
Dr Silvia Mendolia has achieved a high level of competence
and high standards in all aspects of her teaching and learning
activities. She has engaged in generating and disseminating her
learning and teaching practices within UOW. Silvia has been
responsible for several discipline innovations in the form of new subject development,
renovated curriculum and innovative teaching techniques. She has constantly been
involved in high quality learning and teaching, with a strong focus on technology
enhanced learning. Silva has provided substantial leadership in curriculum development
during the planning and design of a new first year subject for the Faculty of Business. Her
high quality work has had a substantial impact on students’ learning and engagement, as
shown by increased enrolments and improved results for students attending her subjects.

THE 2017 RECIPIENTS OF THE FACULTY SESSIONAL STAFF
ACADEMIC OCTAL AWARDS ARE SHARED BY:
DR XUN (JIMMY) GONG

Faculty of Business
Dr Jimmy Gong has demonstrated himself to be a scholarly and
an irreplaceable member of the teaching team at the School of
Accounting, Economics and Finance. Over the past six years,
he has developed his own teaching approach that contributes to
the school and improves students’ learning experience. Based on critical theory as his
teaching methodology, he is interested in stimulating students to critically reflect the
contextual relevance of accounting.
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POK TAK (ARTHUR) TSANG

Faculty of Business
Arthur Tsang’s philosophy of teaching is to assist students to
learn through simplified presentation in class and strengthen
students’ understanding through class activities. He adopts a
balanced approach where a mini-lecture of a topic is introduced
followed by tutorial questions, often supplemented with group presentations/activities
by students. Sometimes he provides chapter summaries using graphs and tables for
further simplification. Arthur believes in respecting students, he learns all students’
by name, uses simple English and provides individual, workshop style guidance
during tutorials to help students. Arthur strives for continuous improvement, and he
has obtained valuable skills for teaching through the Learning Teaching Curriculum
workshops and assignments, consistently improving his practice following feedback
from students and colleagues.

THE 2017 RECIPIENT OF THE PROFESSIONAL SERVICES STAFF
OUTSTANDING CONTRIBUTION TO STUDENT LEARNING
AWARD IS:
BRONDALIE MARTIN

Teaching & Curriculum Development
As learning and teaching Programs Coordinator, Brondalie
fulfils a critical role across the institution and the national
reward and recognition space. One of her key strengths in
this role is her ability to develop ongoing and meaningful
relationships with a range of colleagues as they engage in award, grant and fellowship
programs over an extended period. In a volatile, competitive and highly deadline driven
environment, Brondalie’s leadership of multiple internal and national programs is
exemplary. Brondalie has continued to build on the longstanding legacy forged by those
before her. Through her work with the NSW/ACT Promoting Excellence Network and
cross-institutional benchmarking, her practices have been identified as best practice
and have been implemented by other institutions. As a Professional Services Staff
member working with predominantly academic colleagues, Brondalie has begun
to share her practice through publication and recognition by the Higher Education
Academy. Believing that the benefit is in the process and not the outcome, she relished
the challenge of being an applicant in the very process she usually supports!
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Vice-Chancellor’s Awards for Excellence in
Research
The Vice-Chancellor’s Awards for Excellence in Research recognise:
– Researcher of the Year: Acknowledging outstanding contributions by
individuals or teams
– Emerging Researchers: Encouraging outstanding achievement
within the first seven years of a research career
– Research Supervision: Acknowledging ongoing commitment and
dedication (nominations received from Higher Degree Research
students)
– Interdisciplinary Research Teams: Recognising outstanding
collaboration across discipline boundaries
– Research Partnership and Impact: Recognising the importance
that UOW research staff play in the process of initiating, developing,
enhancing and managing UOW’s research partnerships and
contributing to the translation of UOW research outcomes to industry,
government and the community.

THE 2017 JOINT RECIPIENTS OF THE RESEARCHER OF THE
YEAR AWARD ARE:
PROFESSOR GORDON WAITT

Faculty of Social Sciences
Professor Gordon Waitt is an internationally renowned cultural
geographer. His research on sustainable consumption in
households has been ground breaking. It has highlighted the
emotional and corporeal elements of people’s attempts to be
sustainable, with implications for government policies on everything from domestic
water supply, food waste, home energy use to commuting. He has published 150
refereed publications in internationally prestigious journals, along with four books,
and has secured over $3.5m in external funding since 2005, including five Australian
Research Council grants. His achievements have consolidated the Australian Centre
for Cultural Environmental Research’s international recognition for ground breaking,
theoretically and methodologically innovative research. Gordon is an exceptionally
collegial and generous research leader, team-builder, and a much-respected mentor of
colleagues and research students.
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PROFESSOR XIAOLIN WANG

Australian Institute for Innovative
Materials
Professor Xiaolin Wang has been an outstanding and highly
successful researcher from the Institute for Superconducting
and Electronic Materials within AIIM, making many significant
contributions to research performance, leadership and inter-disciplinary research. He
is a world leading researcher in the field of spintronics and his work has had a very high
impact and been widely recognised both nationally and internationally. In particular, he
predicted and discovered a new class of materials, spin gapless semiconductors, which
has created great interest and activity in the condensed matter community globally over
the last few years. Xiaolin has supported his work with a large amount of competitive
research funding including Australian Research Council (ARC) Grants and Fellowships,
such as his current FT3 Future Fellowship. He is also currently a Chief Investigator,
theme leader, and UOW node leader on the ARC Centre of Excellence in Future Low
Energy Electronic Technologies (FLEET).

THE 2017 RECIPIENT OF THE RESEARCH EXCELLENCE FOR
EMERGING RESEARCHERS AWARD IS:
DR XIOQI FENG

Faculty of Social Sciences
Dr Xiaoqi Feng was awarded her PhD in 2012 from the
University of St Andrews in the United Kingdom. She gained
a Postdoctoral Research Fellowship in Public Health and
Epidemiology at Western Sydney University before joining
the UOW in 2014. Xiaoqi is particularly interested in children’s environmental health
and uses Geographic Information Systems and multilevel models to analyse sources
of epidemiological, spatial and administrative data. She has a current National Heart
Foundation Fellowship and leading roles on projects funded by Horticulture Innovation
Australia and the National Health and Medical Research Council. Xiaoqi has authored
84 publications and has 513 citations. In 2016 she was recognised as a Woman of Impact
and won the Vice Chancellor’s Award for Outstanding Achievement in Research
Partnership for her impacts on health policy and practice in Western Sydney.
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HIGHLY COMMENDED:
DR LUCAS IHLEIN

Faculty of Law, Humanities and the Arts
Dr Lucas Ihlein’s Discovery Early Career Researcher Award
project, Sugar vs the Reef: Socially Engaged Art and Complex
Environmental Management Problems tackles the difficult
relationship between agriculture and fragile natural heritage sites.
It demonstrates the potential for art to contribute effectively to the solution of significant
real world problems. Lucas is the recipient of a DECRA Research Fellowship from the
Australian Research Council and a concurrent Fellowship in Emerging and Experimental
Arts from the Australia Council for the Arts. This demonstrates the high esteem with which
Lucas is regarded both within the academy and in the wider contemporary arts sector.

THE 2017 RECIPIENT OF THE EXCELLENCE IN RESEARCH
SUPERVISION AWARD IS:
PROFESSOR WEIHUA LI

Faculty of Engineering and Information
Sciences
Professor Weihua Li is very popular amongst his students.
In addition to his substantial and sustained contributions to
supervising HDR students, he has contributed significantly
to teaching and mentoring junior staff. Over the past years he has had 28 HDR student
completions and he is currently supervising 14 HDR students. A significant number of his
students received special commendations for their thesis from external examiners and/or
external awards for their research outputs. Weihua’s success as a supervisor is closely linked
to his high international standing in addition to his philosophy of caring, and encouraging
students to develop their research potential, their independence and to exchange ideas.

HIGHLY COMMENDED:
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR PETER KELLY

Faculty of Social Sciences
Associate Professor Peter Kelly has made a substantial
contribution to HDR supervision in the School of Psychology.
He is highly sought after by students for his expertise in applied
research in drug and alcohol treatment and the physical and
mental health of people with mental illness. His students are inspired by his enthusiasm
and ability to link research to practice and practice to research. They describe him as an
extremely supportive supervisor who is patient but also challenges them to excel.
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DR JUSTIN YERBURY

Faculty of Science, Medicine and Health
Dr Justin Yerbury has made substantial and sustained
contributions to HDR supervision in the Faculty of Science,
Medicine and Health over the past 7 years. He is a popular choice
for many HDR students for his recognised expertise in Motor
Neurone Disease research and he is well known for his supportive and friendly approach
to supervision. Justin has supervised 6 doctoral students and 10 honours students to
completion and he is currently supervising 4 doctoral students.

PROFESSOR CATHERINE COLE

Faculty of Law, Humanities and the Arts
Professor Catherine Cole has made a substantial and sustained
contribution to HDR supervision in the Faculty of Law,
Humanities and the Arts. She has published 8 books including
novels, a memoir, short stories and nonfiction and these inform
her research activities that include critical and theoretical studies of literature. It is her
deep knowledge of practice-based research that has made Catherine a popular choice
for many HDR students. Over the past decade she has supervised to completion 25
Doctoral and Masters degrees. Her students have included many of Australia’s leading
and emerging writers including Anna Funder, Charlotte Wood and Ashley Hay. She
provides ongoing mentoring for her students and colleagues in the School of the Arts,
English and Media, and her patience, kindness and commitment to the research process
are a model for us all.
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THE 2017 EXCELLENCE IN INTERDISCIPLINARY RESEARCH
AWARD IS PRESENTED TO:
PROJECT: PROJECT GELDOM: DESIGNING THE
NEXT-GENERATION CONDOM
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR ROBERT GORKIN III

Australian Institute for Innovative
Materials

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR CHRIS MAGEE

South Western and Southern Sydney Campuses
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR KATE SENIOR
MS LAURA GROZDANOVSKI

Social Sciences

PROFESSOR GEOFF SPINKS

Faculty of Engineering and Information Sciences
In 2014 Project Geldom was awarded Stage 1 Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation
funding to explore the development of a new material for condoms, addressing the
global challenge of reproductive health and sexually-transmitted diseases in the
developing world. Against a backdrop to innovate sexual health, the team’s goal was
to thoroughly understand how condom material properties can influence attitudes to
condom use. Over the last two years, working with Swinburne University of Technology
and supported by the UOW Global Challenges Program, this team has grown into an
extensively multidisciplinary collaboration, with over 15 experts tackling technical
(design, materials science, chemistry and biology) and social (marketing, psychology,
population health) research aspects. These results led to the team being awarded
an additional $1M USD funding in 2016 (a first for UOW). They have plans to take
the device “from the benchtop to the bedroom” in a preference based trial in Africa
scheduled for next year.
(Pictured: Robert Gorkin)
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HIGHLY COMMENDED
PROJECT: IDENTIFYING AND
ATTRACTING SUCCESSFUL
FOSTER CARERS
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
MELANIE RANDLE

Faculty of Business
DR LEONIE MILLER

Faculty of Social Sciences
MS JOANNA STIRLING

Student Research Centre
This team’s research combines theoretical concepts from marketing, psychology
and creative industries to address an important social problem: how to find enough
foster carers to provide homes for the increasing number of foster children. This has
included developing a theoretical model of foster placement success, identifying the
characteristics of particularly good foster carers, and developing marketing messages
that attract these specific types of people to the role. The result of this collaboration has
been high quality academic publications in the marketing, psychology and social work
disciplines. Practically, foster care agencies have been able to develop and launch new
marketing and recruitment strategies that have significantly increased their numbers of
foster carers.
(Pictured L to R: Jo Stirling, Leonie Miller, Melanie Randle)
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HIGHLY COMMENDED
PROJECT: DRAGGING THE
CHAIN: MINIMISING IMPACTS
OF DEEP WATER ANCHORAGE
ON AUSTRALIA’S EASTERN
SEABOARD
PROFESSOR ANDY DAVIS
AND; MS ALLISON BROAD

Faculty of Science, Medicine and Health
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
JAMES REVELEY

Faculty of Business

PROFESSOR WARWICK GULLETT
AND; PROFESSOR CLIVE SCHOFIELD

Faculty of Law, Humanities and the Arts
In a world first, this interdisciplinary team has broken new ground in understanding the
biological impacts of anchoring by large ocean-going vessels on seafloor environments
and charted a course to better understand the legal and governance framework
surrounding anchoring. Important outcomes of this collaborative effort include nine
presentations at national and international conferences, four scholarly publications
and - most importantly - recognition of anchoring as a threatening process under
state and federal environmental laws, thus providing a pathway to the development of
formal threat abatement plans. The team is now embarking on the next phase of their
research in close collaboration with industry partners including NSW Ports and major
international shipping companies.
(Pictured L to R: Allison Broad, Clive Schofield, Andy David, James Reveley. Not
pictured: Warwick Gullett)
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THE 2017 RECIPIENT OF THE OUTSTANDING ACHIEVEMENT IN
RESEARCH PARTNERSHIP AND IMPACT IS:
PROJECT: RESEARCH
PARTNERSHIP WITH SYDNEY
WATER: ANALYTICS TO PREDICT
ANAEROBIC CO-DIGESTION
AND DOWNSTREAM PROCESS
PERFORMANCE
PROFESSOR LONG NGHIEM

Faculty of Engineering and Information Sciences
PROFESSOR WILL PRICE

Australian Institute for Innovative Materials
PROFESSOR PASCAL PEREZ

Faculty of Engineering and Information Sciences
(SMART)
Professors Nghiem, Price and Perez have combined with Mr Galway and Dr Bustamante
(Sydney Water) in exemplary interdisciplinary collaborative research. The partnership
spans research funding, the development of intellectual property and technical knowhow, translation of research outcomes to industry, scholarly publications and student
scholarships. As one example, the co-digestion of wastewater sludge and crude glycerol
– investigated through computer simulation, laboratory study, and pilot scale evaluation
– has been implemented at the Bondi Wastewater Treatment Plant. As another
example, the partners have designed, constructed, installed and recently commissioned
a research anaerobic co-digestion pilot plant at the Shellharbour Plant.
(Pictured L to R: Long Nghiem, Heri Bustamante, Will Price. Not pictured: Pascal
Perez.)
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Vice-Chancellor’s Awards for Outstanding
Service for Professional Services Staff
The Outstanding Service Awards are presented each year to Professional
Services Staff who have provided outstanding service, achieved an
exceptional level of success, and shown recognised initiative in their
work.

THE 2017 RECIPIENTS ARE:
CARMEN TANG

Faculty of Engineering & Information
Sciences
Carmen Tang operates very efficiently and effectively within a
busy and demanding environment and has successfully
implemented a number of key process improvements. Examples
include streamlining the preparation procedures for subject outlines and examination
papers, which have greatly reduced error rates while improving consistency and
accordance with relevant UOW policy requirements and better adherence to deadlines
by academic staff. Carmen undertook additional responsibilities relating to support for
the School’s Distinguished Professor and relevant Research Centres while maintaining
a high and professional level of support across the School. This involved a new range of
complex and specialised tasks and Carmen’s outstanding performance has been highly
appreciated by all academic staff.

ROCHELLE BOYS

Graduate Career Development &
Employability
Rochelle Boys has been pivotal in transforming the Jobs on
Campus (JOC) program at UOW. JOC connects employers and
students to casual positions within UOW and since starting
in 2016, Rochelle has reinvigorated the program with an increase exceeding 100% in
advertised and filled positions. Using her HR background, Rochelle developed a six point
plan that scaffolds students learning and prepares them for the application process.
This has resulted in a win/win situation where employers access quality candidates, and
students have the skills to create strong applications. The success of JOC is evidence of
Rochelle’s dedication and commitment to UOW’s students and staff.
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STEFFAN BALE

Information Management & Technology
Services
As leader of the Infrastructure Team Steffan Bale listens and
considers issues from multiple perspectives, including the
student, academic, and client. He integrates these perspectives
to identify and develop pragmatic, incremental and innovative strategy and solutions,
and is highly effective in the delivery of these solutions. Under Steffan’s leadership, the
IMTS Infrastructure Team has successfully addressed enormous technological issues
while simultaneously delivering a solid digital foundation for UOW and greater
Illawarra community. Considering the enormity of managerial and technical
responsibility, Steffan’s remarkable strength of character is genuine, humble,
consistently calming, supportive and thoughtful. The value of making the right decision
and effectively implementing new technology is immeasurable for the future of the
University.

SAMANTHA AVITAIA &
BRITTANY BROWN

UOW Bega
Samantha Avitaia and Brittany Brown are
the champions for UOW in the Bega region
and have consistently gone above and
beyond the scope of their positions to ensure the delivery of outstanding service for
students, and in driving aspiration toward higher education to disadvantaged students.
Their commitment and quality of service was particularly demonstrated through their
driving of the Rural Aspirations Project over 2015-2016, which included delivery of
innovative pilot outreach programs to Year 12 students, and resulted in the publication
of recommendations and resources to facilitate improved outreach to regional students
by both UOW and other institutions engaged in regional outreach.
(Pictured L to R: Samantha Avitaia, Brittany Brown)
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Vice-Chancellor’s Award for Workplace
Health and Safety
The Vice Chancellor’s Award for Workplace Health and Safety aims
to raise awareness of workplace health and safety requirements
and encourage, recognise and celebrate staff who make significant
contributions to improve safety performance.

THE 2017 RECIPIENT OF THE WORKPLACE HEALTH AND
SAFETY AWARD IS:
ELLEN MANNING

Faculty of Science Medicine and Health
Ellen Manning has made outstanding and sustained
contributions to Workplace Health and Safety (WHS) in
Chemistry, in Science Medicine and Health, and in UOW
broadly. In an environment of many competing priorities, Ellen
has consistently placed the WHS needs of all of us into the front row. In all her work
and in all her workplace interactions Ellen continues to demonstrate a very high level
of dedication, professionalism and striving, which is underpinned by her expertise,
tenacity, reliability and thoroughness. We are fortunate to have had Ellen’s input into
a wide array of activities including major building projects, repairs and maintenance,
equipment acquisition, and policy and procedure development and review.
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The Marie Lewis Award
The Marie Lewis Award has been provided in honour of Marie
Lewis, a graduate of the University of Wollongong who worked in
Student Administration from 1983 to 1997. The award recognises
the achievement of a member of Professional Services Staff who
is completing a degree at UOW. Selection is based on academic
performance as well as service to the University and its students.

THE 2017 RECIPIENT OF THE MARIE LEWIS AWARD IS:
RACHEL HICKS

South Western Sydney Campus
Rachel Hicks has been an integral member of the South Western
Sydney Campus Student Services Division. Her infectious and
positive attitude has assisted the campus in achieving positive
results in building student and staff relations. Rachel has utilised
her experience within other areas of the University and her studies in communications
and marketing to contribute to administration services. Her proactive approach to
establishing communication channels has been pivotal to the early success of the
student life on campus. Rachel is always willing to help in areas she is not familiar with
and she continues to be an asset to the University.
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The Rosemary Cooper Award
The Rosemary Cooper Award has been provided in honour of Rosemary
Cooper, who worked in the Faculty of Commerce from 1988 to 2011.
The award recognises Professional Services Staff who have overcome
significant barriers across the spectrum of diversity or who have had a
significant role in supporting staff or students within this spectrum.

THE 2017 RECIPIENT OF THE ROSEMARY COOPER AWARD IS:
PETRIA MCGOLDRICK

Student Support
Petria McGoldrick has worked in a variety of leadership
roles for the Disability Service at UOW for over 14 years and
is a recognised leader in her field. She has contributed to
consultation and review committees for both state and federal
government and legislative bodies. She has represented UOW on the Board for the
local National Disability Co-ordination Program, providing leadership and direction
on reducing the barriers for people in the Illawarra to help them achieve education
and gain meaningful employment. Petria currently leads the Disability Service in the
assessment and provision of Assistive Technology, support for students with Autism
Spectrum Disorder, and students on pathway programs through UOW College. Her
passion for increasing the independence of students through the provision of Assistive
Technology earns her the recognition and respect of her colleagues, as does her endless
commitment and drive for raising student aspirations and supporting students to
achieve their study goals.
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Vice-Chancellor’s Awards for Excellence in
Community Engagement
We recognise that integrating teaching, research, community and
business enhances our research and enriches student and community
development. Connecting communities is considered to be an integral
part of the work of the University.

THE 2017 RECIPIENTS OF THE VICE-CHANCELLOR’S
COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT AWARD ARE:
THE GLOBAL CLIMATE CHANGE
WEEK TEAM
DR KEITH HORTON

Faculty of Law, Humanities
& the Arts
DR GEORGE TAKACS

Faculty of Engineering & Information Sciences
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR HELEN MCGREGOR

Faculty of Science, Medicine and Health
PROFESSOR HELEN HASAN

Faculty of Business

Established by the UOW Global Climate Change Week team in 2015, Global Climate
Change Week aims to encourage academics, students, and Professional Services
Staff at universities – in all disciplines and countries, to engage with each other, their
communities, and policy makers on climate change. As well as stimulating academic
communities across the globe to organise Global Climate Change Week activities,
this team coordinated around fourteen activities at UOW and in the local community
in both 2015 and 2016, with the active participation of many UOW academic and
professional services staff, student groups, and community members. In each of the
past two years’ academics from over 50 countries have participated. This year Global
Climate Change Week will take place on October 9-15.
(Pictured L to R: Helen Hasan, George Takacs, Keith Horton, Helen McGregor)
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THE SECOND RECIPIENT OF THE VICE-CHANCELLOR’S
COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT AWARD ARE:
CENTRE FOR HEALTH INITIATIVES SEXUAL
HEALTH
PROJECT TEAM
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
KATE SENIOR
LAURA GROZDANOVSKI

Faculty of Social Sciences
The ‘Life Happens’ project is a collaboration between medical anthropologist Kate
Senior, PhD student Laura Grozdanovski and the HIV and related programs unit (NSW
Health). They worked to translate the result of 11 years of sexual health research with
young people into a resource for community use. The result is ‘Life Happens’, a game
that explores relationship and sexual decision making in a sensitive and engaging
way. ‘Life Happens’ has been taken up by educators, youth health organisations and
youth groups across NSW, and nationally.
(Pictured Kate Senior. Not pictured Laura Grozdanovski)
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25 Year Service Awards
Awards are presented each year to Academic and Professional Services
Staff who have served the University for 25 years.

THIS YEAR’S RECIPIENTS ARE:
GARRY BEAUCHAMP

Facilities Management Division
Garry Beauchamp has been a valuable member of the Facilities
Management Division, formerly known as the Building and
Grounds Division, as an electrician since joining UOW. He
boasts a high attention to detail and excels in carrying out safe
work practices, which is crucial in his line of work. Garry has helped shed light on many
a work station and enabled the University to be able to function effectively and remain a
safe work place. He has effectively embraced a changing and dynamic work environment
over his many years, specifically in his use of technology, changing from a paper based
work order process to utilising an iPad.

CHRISTINE BRAY

Faculty of Engineering & Information
Sciences
Christine Bray commenced her career at the University in
the Dean’s office of the Faculty of Informatics. Chris played a
pivotal role in piloting the Faculty-led Early Entry Program
and developing it into the widely successful Early Admissions Program it is today.
With her admirable work ethic, vast knowledge and excellent networks, Chris was a
unique asset in supporting and developing a number of Deans to serve the Faculty.
With the transition in 2013 to the Faculty of Engineering and Information Sciences,
Chris became a valued team member of its External Relations team, where her superior
events management skills set high standards, and her kind heart, good humour and gift
for storytelling enrich our workplace and lives.
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DONNA DEE

Library
Donna Dee has made an immense and sustained contribution to
the Library, actively leading and managing high performing
teams and more recently through unit-level workforce planning
and development. From the outset, she has been a passionate
advocate for harnessing the talent of people to ensure sustained, relevant and excellent
services and resources for the benefit of UOW. She is a highly respected mentor and
coach, and many can attribute their professional and personal development to her
generosity of shared expertise and experience. In a period of rapid and transformative
change, Donna has been instrumental in enabling organisational redesign, talent
development and future proofing the people of the Library.

DAVID EDWARDS

Financial Services
David Edwards has been a member of the Financial Services
team for 25 years. From his beginnings in the Debtors and
Creditors team, Dave progressed to the Student Fees area, where
he has played an integral role for over 17 years. Dave’s expertise
across his portfolio coupled with his cheerful wit and affable nature have made him an
extremely popular and well-respected staff member at UOW. Apart from his
professional achievements and track record of service, Dave has contributed greatly to
the collegial and social culture of UOW over the years through his volunteer work for
the Kids’ Christmas Party and as CEO of the extraordinarily successful Dodgy Dave’s
Footy Tipping Competition.

DR JOSHUA FAN

Faculty of Business
Dr Joshua Fan is highly esteemed in the Faculty of Business
as an award-winning teacher and an outstanding Academic
Program Director. He has made sustained and substantial
contributions in applying artificial intelligence in business
information systems management, manufacturing processes management, supply chain
management, and transport logistics management. His governance role as Academic
Director for Offshore Postgraduate Degrees for the Faculty has led to many successful
international partnerships. Joshua’s expertise has earned him deep respect as an edu
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VIVIEN GREEN

Information Management & Technology
Services
Throughout her career, Vivien Green has worked industriously.
She is solid, patient and never critical. Early days saw her
tracking assets and financials in the Apple Consortium. Now she
controls all our carrier and ISP services. This includes over 600 mobile devices and 300
land lines carrying 8,000 services which is a huge annual spend. Vivien was recognised
by our Telstra Account Manager who remarked on how helpful and efficient she is. Her
customers know this too. Vivien has also mentored staff so that the service her team
provides continues to be of a high standard for IMTS and the University.

DR SIM LAU

Faculty of Engineering & Information
Sciences
Dr Sim Kim Lau is known as a dedicated senior lecturer and
researcher in the School of Computing and Information
Technology. She is very passionate in her teaching and learning, as well as in her
research. Over the last years she has performed all these tasks with innovative
endeavours of the highest quality. Evidence of her success is the variety of subjects she
has taught, the number of funds she has received, the number of PhD students she has
had, and the quality of papers she has published. Her understanding that education is
more than downloading information, and that interactional process is the main
ingredient of education, has contributed to transferring her students’ knowledge
through highly sophisticated feedback processes.

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR YAN-XIA LIN

Faculty of Engineering & Information
Sciences
Associate Professor Yan-Xia Lin has been a major contributor
to the development of the statistics discipline at UOW. She
has developed extensive research in a range of areas including
bioinformatics, statistical finance and data privacy protection, which involves
collaboration with scientists and researchers in other disciplines and organisations,
resulting in over 70 publications. She is a keen and active supervisor with 11 PhD
students successfully completing and supervising over 30 masters and honours projects,
while at the same time contributing to the management of the School and University.
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ROBYN LUMBY

Faculty of Social Sciences
Robyn Lumby’s time at UOW is notably one of high quality
service and support provision. In 1997 Robyn moved from HR to
the Faculty of Education (now School of Education) where she
has spent the last 20 years. Robyn’s engagement with the
Education sector has been instrumental in securing UOW’s status as a preferred
university for Professional Experience resulting in high quality placements for our preservice teachers. Robyn, a trained teacher, with a passion for education, supervised
groups of education students travelling to Thailand to learn about the reality of being a
teacher internationally. The School of Education and the Faculty of Social Sciences are
thrilled to have the opportunity to recognise Robyn’s valuable contribution.

TINA MAK

Faculty of Business
Tina Mak has been an outstanding member of our University.
This talented computer engineer was often described by the late
Emeritus Professor Michael Gaffikin, as the School of
Accounting & Finance secret technological weapon. Under her
technological watch, the School pioneered the delivery of the first UOW subjects via the
Internet in 1995 and via live streaming to the South Coast in 1996. Her technological
prowess was unmatched until moving into administrative roles, where she applied her
engineering skills to streamline processes to increase efficiency. Her colleagues and
students are always appreciative of her collegial, gracious manner and problem-solving
skills. This award is in recognition of her impeccable work ethic, innovation and
unwavering commitment to this institution.

PROFESSOR BARBARA MEYER

Faculty of Science, Medicine & Health
Professor Barbara Meyer started at the University up in the
air, literally suspended in a demountable at Wollongong
Hospital called the Metabolic Research Unit. Barbara has
always had a passion for understanding the ‘good and bad’ of
fat consumption. Barbara is an innovator, a ‘go getter’, with boundless levels of energy
and enthusiasm for both her research and her students. These traits are complimented
with an extensive collegial network that has allowed research to flourish, being recently
recognised in the awarding of the Nutrition Society of Australia Medal for outstanding
contribution to the field of nutrition.
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ANDREW SCOBIE

Faculty of Engineering & Information
Sciences
Andrew Scobie began his time as a Technical Officer in the
workshop with the Materials Engineering Department. He
bought with him an excellent range of engineering skills from
industry and played a key role in the development of the surface engineering laboratory
which culminated in a VC Team Award. Andrew spent much of 2013 supporting UOW’s
winning entry in the Solar Decathlon hosted by China. He has always been the “go to”
person for any unusual requests and has helped many students and researchers with
their seemingly impossible ideas. Andrew’s excellent ability to realise a conception and
manufacture into reality is a rare talent and something that many research academics
have valued.

PROFESSOR DAVID STEEL

Faculty of Engineering & Information
Sciences
Professor David Steel has been an outstanding member of the
School of Mathematics and Applied Statistics. As founding
Director of the National Institute for Applied Statistics Research
Australia, his support and promotion of the Statistics discipline has led to international
recognition for the applied statistics research group at Wollongong. Furthermore, his
mentoring of colleagues and junior staff has provided a generation of statisticians with a
deep appreciation for efficient statistical design in scientific data collection, while his
research has highlighted the need to allow for complex data structures in modern
statistical analysis.

GREGORY TRUEMAN

Information Management & Technology
Services
Greg Trueman’s experience is the foundation upon which the
University’s cabling infrastructure is built. Greg has seen vast
technological progression, from the simple telephone cabling,
to data cabling and on to fibre optic cables spanning both buildings and campuses.
He has been at the forefront of the technology and has provided valuable insight into
adoption decisions that the whole University relies upon. He has a calm demeanour and
strong sense of fairness. Greg can always be relied on to get the job done in the best way
possible.
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DR PETER VIAL

Faculty of Engineering & Information
Management
Dr Peter Vial joined the University as an Associate Lecturer. He
completed a Master of Engineering in 1996, a Graduate Diploma
in Education in 2000 and PhD in 2009. Peter has contributed
extensively to educational development in the School of Electrical, Computer &
Telecommunications Engineering (SECTE). Peter can always been seen representing
SECTE at outreach activities. He is a dedicated and much loved teacher who has
motivated hundreds of students, as well as a respected researcher in his field of Wireless
Telecommunications.

PROFESSOR GORDON WAITT

Faculty of Social Sciences
Professor Gordon Waitt is a key part of the success of human
geography at the University. He is a prolific and influential
researcher, having made significant intellectual contributions to
geography, tourism and mobility studies. Gordon has
successfully worked across disciplines and with policy makers, particularly around
household sustainability and energy use. He is an award-winning teacher and textbook
author, an inspiring and popular honours and postgraduate supervisor, and has been
recognized for his broader contributions to geography by the Geographical Society of
NSW. He is, moreover, a warm and supportive colleague and leader who enjoys the
respect and goodwill of his peers.

DR DAVID WEXLER

Faculty of Engineering & Information
Sciences
Dr David Wexler came to the Materials Engineering Department
from the CSIRO and worked as a Postdoctoral Researcher in the
areas of Rapid Solidification Processing and Advanced Powder
Synthesis. He currently lectures in ceramics and materials processing, and performs
research in areas of high temperature ceramics, new alloys, nano-materials, railway
track damage, and advanced characterisation using x-ray diffraction and electron
microscopy. His collaborative research with UOW and other institutions has resulted
in many funding successes and over 170 publications. His h index of 38 and more than
4000 citations indicate his extremely high contribution to the research field.
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PENNY WILLIAMSON

Faculty of Science, Medicine and Health
Penny Williamson is passionate about nurturing and inspiring
others in the School of Earth and Environmental Sciences. This
passion was the driving force behind her legacy of the
transformation of the Sciences Building foyer with aesthetic and
educational displays of minerals and current research. She has obtained over $1 million
of mineral donations for UOW for these displays to enhance student learning. Penny has
also made substantial and sustained contributions to support teaching and research by
curating (and moving) the rock, fossil and mineral collections. She is past President of
the International Curator’s Association and annually displays Australian minerals
highlighting UOW at prestigious mineral shows in the USA and Europe. In all her work
Penny has shown a very high level of dedication, professionalism, reliability and
enthusiasm.

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR STEPHEN WILSON

Faculty of Science, Medicine and Health
Associate Professor Stephen Wilson has made sustained and
substantial contributions to the School of Chemistry and the
University in research, teaching and administration. In
research, he helped establish the Centre for Atmospheric
Chemistry from its beginnings, and he has been the nucleus of collaboration with the
Bureau of Meteorology and CSIRO at Cape Grim, Tasmania, the leading clean air
measurement site in the Southern Hemisphere. He served five years as the Head of the
School of Chemistry in a time of great change, with additional active roles in education,
teaching and learning. He continues to be active in teaching chemistry and leading
research in the Centre for Atmospheric Research.

SANDI WOOTON

Library
Sandi Wooton works in the Library and within several years
realised a strong aptitude for cataloguing and systems and
became a Cataloguing Officer in 1997. Sandi has held this
role throughout the last 20 years. During this time, Sandi has
provided strong guidance and expertise towards the description and access of resources
through the Library catalogue and discovery platforms, which assist staff and students
to find the resources they need for their academic work. Sandi’s teamwork, sense
of humour and her gifted literary skills have also been highly valued by her Library
colleagues.
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